


G E N U I N E  J E E P  A C C E S S O R I E S

There’s no arguing with the fact that your Jeep Cherokee looks fabulous inside and out. So why add anything?
Well, you’re an individual with interests and tastes uniquely your own. Our stunning range of approved practical
and lifestyle accessories lets you get the most out of life and your Jeep Cherokee.

Our accessories have been designed especially for the Cherokee and are made to Jeep’s exacting standards. 
We don’t think you’ll find better Jeep accessories anywhere else. We’ve got numerous accessories for travelling,
such as satellite navigation, to help you get from A to B either as efficiently as possible or via a leisurely scenic
route. Then there are accessories that add a touch of individual flair, such as running boards or a chrome grille.
And then there are certain things that simply make life more fun.

Whatever adventure lies ahead, you are sure to find something to make your Jeep Cherokee personally yours.
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E N J O Y  T H E  E L E M E N T S

Jeep is famous for its off-road abilities and justifiably so. There are few vehicles that perform as well over open
terrain as the Cherokee. However, there’s always room for a little individuality, especially if you are the type of
person who demands the very best.

01. Side Sill Protection Guards 
Protect the lower body during off-road use 
with these unique one-piece side sill protection
guards. They are available in polished stainless 
steel (82209297) and black (82209296).

02. Tubular Side Steps 
These wide skid-resistant tubular side steps 
make it really easy to get in and out of your Jeep. 
They come in a range of colours: black (82206905),
chrome (82206121), silver aluminium (82206120) and
grey (82206118).

03. Grille Appliques
Add a touch of sparkle with a chrome grille, for the
Sport (82209205) and Renegade (82209306).

04. Tail-lamp Guards
Easy to install tail-lamp guards offer protection 
as well as a rugged off-road look. They are made 
of high-impact ABS plastic in a choice of five colours:
dark neutral grey (82206093), chrome (82206371),
black (82206906), graphite (82208231) and medium
grey (82209253).

05. Running Boards
Featuring a slip-resistant surface, reduce the step
height for easier entry and exit with a set of stylish
running boards. They come ready-primed (82207679) 
or in a choice of three colours: dark neutral 
grey (82207690), black (82207685) and bright 
silver (82207680). They come ready-equipped with 
front splash guards.

06. Splash Guards
Splash guards help to protect the underside 
of your Jeep from damage caused by gravel 
and other road debris. Constructed of tough 
PO plastic, the unique one-piece design is contoured 
to the front and rear panels for extra style and
maximum protection. Medium grey – set of 2 
front guards (82209308). Medium grey – set 
of 2 rear guards with Jeep logo (82209337). 
Black – set of 2 front guards (82209310). 
Black – set of 2 rear guards with Jeep logo 
(82205175). Dark slate – set of 2 front guards
(82210148). Dark slate – set of 2 rear guards with Jeep
logo (82210149). Suitable for all models 
including Renegade.
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07. Skid Plates
Skid plates help to protect your
Cherokee during off-road use. Fit
them over the fuel tank (82206122),
the transfer case (82209455) and the
front axle (82209026).

08. Vehicle Cover 
This premium-quality Block-IT™ fabric
vehicle cover (82206008) is tough,
lightweight and water-resistant. Use it
to protect your Jeep from the harmful
effects of sun, dirt pollutants and acid
rain. (Block-IT™ is a registered
trademark of Kimberly-Clark
Corporation.)
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Give your Jeep Cherokee a designer look with alloy wheels.

01. Wheels
These alloy wheels are engineered 
to exact Jeep Cherokee specifications, 
and have centre caps with the Jeep logo. 

Choose 16" wheels for tyre size 235/70 in 
(A) Chrome (82205899)
(B) Polished finish (82205580). 

Choose 17" wheels to fit tyre size 235/65 
in (C) Freedom (82208738).

(A) (B) (C)
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02. Cargo Organiser
The flexible cargo organiser in either
slate (82209442) or dark khaki
(82209443) can be divided into
storage bins or folded flat and used
as a security cover.
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B R I G H T E N  Y O U R  O U T L O O K



03. Load Compartment Partition
Manufactured in black-coated steel, this crash-tested
upper section barrier provides protection for pets and
cargo by impeding entry from the boot area to the
passenger compartment (82206855).

04. Cargo Tray
A cargo tray can protect the cargo area carpet 
from grease, dirt, grime and spills. Easy to install and
remove, it comes in a choice of two colours: slate
(82209254) and dark khaki (82209255).

05. Cargo Liner – SP Moulded
This molded cargo liner is specifically designed
to fit the rear cargo area of your Jeep. Made of
thermoplastic, flexible rubber, it provides a 
clean, convenient storage space. Comes in 
black (82206763).

06. Cargo Area Mat
If you need heavy-duty protection in the rear 
cargo area, install this high-density polyethylene and
rubber blend cargo area mat. It resists 
punctures and abrasions, and its skid-resistant
surface stops rough or heavy cargo from sliding
around when your Jeep is on the move. 
Comes in black (82206761).

07. Cargo Security Cover
Protect your valuables from prying eyes, by 
hiding them beneath a cargo security cover. 
The high-quality fabric comes in slate
(82209390) and dark khaki (82209391).

08. Floormats – OE Carpeted
Original hard wearing carpet mats for your Cherokee.
Set of 4, available in slate 
(5JE96XDHAA) and dark khaki (5JQ96ZJ8AA).

09. Floormats – Rubber
Rubber floormats help to keep your carpets 
clean. These are designed exclusively for Jeep, 
and feature the Jeep logo. They come in slate
(82209492) and dark khaki (82209493).

10. Scuff Plates
Made from brushed stainless steel and featuring 
the Jeep logo, these scuff plates protect the interior
sill area on the front doors. They come in a set of two
(82207615) and are easy to install.

04 05 08 09

R E A D Y  F O R  A N Y T H I N G
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With its generous cargo space, your Jeep Cherokee has plenty of room for luggage, sports equipment, shopping
or even the pet dog. Because we know that today’s activities can be completely different from tomorrow’s, we’ve
designed a range of accessories to help you make the most of the available space.
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01. Rooftop Cargo Basket
A rooftop cargo basket is ideal for hauling bulky or
oversized luggage and equipment. There are three
models: one for crossbar roof racks (82209365); one
for roof rails (82209125) and one for the Renegade
(82208306; also requires 82299480 if fitted to roof
rails). Black web netting is also available to help
secure items (82209422).

02. Multi-purpose Crossbars
When you need some extra space, look no further than
the roof. Fit a pair of multi-purpose crossbars, and
then simply add the accessory of your choice. You can
carry bikes, skis, watersports equipment and, of
course, additional luggage (82205174). Renegade
crossbars (82209002). 
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05. Ski/Snowboard Carrier – 6-Pair
This double horizontal ski or snowboard rack
(82207308) holds up to six pairs of skis or four
snowboards. Ideal if all the family are into winter
sports. A lockable fixing device protects your
equipment against theft.

06. Ski/Snowboard Carrier – 3-Pair
Carry up to three pairs of skis or two snowboards with
this single horizontal ski or snowboard 
rack (82207312). It has been carefully designed 
to prevent ski bindings coming into contact 
with the roof of your Jeep.

07. Sailboard/Kayak Carrier 
If you love water sports, you’ll love this
sailboard/kayak carrier (82205416). It’s easy 
to fix to the multi-purpose roof rack, and has 
been road- and load-tested for stability. 
A separate mast holder is also available.

08. Roof Box
Make the most of your roof space while 
keeping your luggage dry and secure with a 
lockable thermoplastic roof box. It comes in 
two sizes: capacity 480 litres (82209518) and 
440 litres (82209519).

09. Roof-mounted Light Bar
For extra illumination when off-road driving, 
install this roof-mounted light bar (82208000), 
which features two additional headlamps.

10. Detachable Towbar 
This detachable tow bar (82206824) has been designed
exclusively for your Jeep Cherokee to ensure a perfect
fit and complete system integrity with the chassis, fuel
tank and exhaust. It is made of heavy-duty steel and has
an easy-to-use locking mechanism.

11. Towbar Electrical Kit
The towbar electrical kit comes in a specially designed
harness and includes rear light signals. There are four
kits to meet country-specific requirements across
Europe. Please discuss your wiring kit needs with your
local Jeep Cherokee dealer.

03. Bicycle Carrier Upright Mount
The multi-purpose crossbars can 
be fitted with two upright mount bicycle
carriers (82207942). Each carrier holds
one bicycle and features a triangulated
locking arm that fits most bikes,
including racers and mountain bikes.

04. Bicycle Carrier Fork Mount
The fork mount bicycle carrier
(82207943) offers tight, vibration-free
transport. Up to two carriers can 
be fitted on a set of multi-purpose 
bars; each carrier holds one bike. 
You can also install front wheel 
carriers (82205493).

03 04 05 07 08

When the weekend arrives or you want to get away for a longer break, we have the accessories to help you take
all you need. Whether it’s extra luggage or a piece of specialist sports equipment, you can rest assured it will
arrive at your destination safe and secure.

A D V E N T U R E  I S  C A L L I N G
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F R E E D O M  T O  E X P L O R E  

With a little help, getting there can be as enjoyable as arriving. Keep in touch, 
listen to your favourite music (or treat the kids to an audio story) and cruise 
safely with speed control.
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Make and model Part number

SonyEricsson T610/630 82210009

Nokia 51/61/71/62/63/6310i 82210010

Nokia 31/32/6100/6220/6230/6610/6820/7250 82210011

Siemens M/S65/CX70 82210012

01. Telephone Console
For safe and legal driving whilst using your mobile
phone, install a telephone console (82206793), a hands-
free module (82210005) – consisting of an amplifier,
loudspeaker, antenna and microphone – and a phone
holder (available to suit most popular 
mobile phone models – see table above).

02. Park Pilot – Reversing Aid

The Park Pilot (KJ103010) uses ultrasonic technology
to sense objects that are within 1.5 metres of the rear
of the car, and gives audible
and visual warnings to aid parking. It can also 
be used with a towbar.

03. Britax Duo ISOFIX Child Seat
Keep your most precious cargo safe with a Britax child
seat (K01080221) – for children aged 9 months to 4 

years (9-18kg). Note: not for use in a passenger seat
with an active airbag.

04. CD Changer – 6-Disc
To enjoy hours of your favourite music simply install a
6-disc CD changer (82208269). It fits in 
the right rear quarter panel, and is operated by 
the controls on the radio. Designed and tested to
ensure compatibility with other in-car electronics.

05. Subwoofer
An 80W amplifier and 6.5" subwoofer 
(82206957) will make a dynamic difference 
to your Jeep Cherokee sound system. 

06. Speed Control
Take it easy and cruise to your destination 
using a speed control kit for the 3.7L (82207313),
or 2.4 petrol/2.8 CRD (82207075) engine range.

01 Phone Holder Model List
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A C C E S S  A L L  A R E A S
Whether you want to take to the hills or find your way through an urban sprawl, we can make life easier with
satellite navigation. DAB digital radio gives you access to up to 3 times as many radio stations as the FM band, 
so you’ll always find exactly what you’re looking for in crystal-clear sound.
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01. Blaupunkt Digital Radio
Even if your tastes are more Bach than Britney, a
Blaupunkt Digital Radio (DAB) in your Jeep will give you
twice as many channels to choose from as terrestrial
radio. And whether you’re tuned into Def Leppard or
Dolly Parton, your passengers will be treated to the
clearest, best definition sound they’ve ever heard.

What’s more, all this choice doesn’t come at an added
cost. Subscription fees or monthly payments are not
required as all the radio stations are free of charge. 

It’s not just radio that is undertaking a revolution. 
This fantastic system also includes the ability to play
back MP3 tracks from CD-ROM, CD-RW, MMC and SD
cards. You can even record your favourite band’s new
song, the moment it comes on the radio, directly onto
the MMC/SD card to play back time and time again. 

Just in case you can’t pick up a digital signal yet,
although more than 85% of the UK population can, 
and it’s increasing every day, the set incorporates a
normal FM/AM tuner and a CD player (01100001)*.

* Please note: Installation requires additional parts.
Please speak to your dealer. 

02. RB3 Radio Navigation System
Integrated into the dashboard, the radio navigation
system (82207923AC) utilises Global Positioning
Satellite (GPS) technology so you always know where
you are. Turn-by-turn guidance with natural voice
output. Downloadable memory allows you to listen to
audio CDs whilst still receiving navigation instructions.
Traffic jam rerouting feature*.

* TMC currently only operational in certain countries
of mainland Europe.

03. Smartnav Touch Screen System

Smartnav Touch Screen (82202000) is the perfect visual
aid for your Smartnav. The stylish LCD is discreet in
design and has been specifically created for those
drivers who would like the comfort of visual
instructions to accompany the spoken instructions
provided by our standard Smartnav unit.

04. Smartnav Navigation System

Connecting you to an operator at the touch of a button,
the Smartnav navigation system (82201000) 
gets detailed directions sent to your car in seconds.
Verbal guidance then directs you right to the door.

01 02
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Individual. Exclusive.
STARTECH by BRABUS accessories are handcrafted, offering quality that is second to none.

E X C L U S I V I T Y  I S  S T A R T E C H  B Y  B R A B U S
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01. STARTECH by BRABUS Steering Wheel
Soft, tactile feeling Agate leather sports steering
wheel with aluminium effect finishing 
(K SKJ 0110 012).

02. Wood Effect Gear Shifter
High class, low-ratio, wood effect transfer- 
gear shifter (K SKJ 0110 014). Please note: control
panel wood effect is no longer available.

03. Aluminium Finish Gear Shifter
Gear shifter in hand-crafted 
aluminium finish (K SKJ 0110 017).

04. Handbrake Lever
Premium Agate leather and aluminium handbrake
lever (K SKJ 0110 018).

05. Spare Wheel Cover
Part-chromed wheel cover (supplied in neutral grey
but can be painted) (K SKJ 0110 008).
Please note: spare wheel cover shown not suitable
for Limited variant, 2005 model year onwards.

01 03 04 05
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D I R T  C A N  B E  F U N  –  S U P A G A R D  C A R  P A I N T  
A N D  F A B R I C  P R O T E C T I O N

And UltraPro packs eliminate the need for wax and
polish for up to 3 years – so you can look forward
to longer Sunday morning lie-ins.

Contact your local Jeep dealer* regarding the
professionally applied treatments and AfterCare
packs on offer.

* At participating dealers only.

Professionally applied treatments
Whether it’s splash back from off-road adventures
or sticky soft drink spills on the carpets, the wide
choice of professionally applied Supagard UltraPro
treatments and AfterCare packs available at your
local Jeep dealer*, can save you both time as well
as elbow grease.

Grubby paw prints on your paintwork, muddy boot stains on the back seats? We know you cannot avoid the inevitable when it comes to
your Cherokee. That’s why Jeep has approved a new range of Supagard Car Paint and Fabric Protection products – designed to make
light work of those ‘dirty weekends’ away.

Enjoy that new car feeling, every day
Wash after wash, your high gloss paintwork is
shielded from the damaging effects of pollutants,
UV rays and road grime whilst interior surfaces
are protected against life’s little slip ups from
staining and spills.

Aftercare products and Supagard Services
Supagard packs are easy care, low maintenance –
inside and out. A selection of AfterCare kits, such
as Supawheel cleaner, Supagard Leathercare
formula or top-up bottles are readily available at
your local dealer.



Jeep Service Contracts
What’s on your mind? Taking the kids to the cinema, dinner with friends or a quick round of golf? Chances are it isn’t anything as mundane as getting

your Jeep serviced. That’s why we’ve created Jeep Service Contracts – a convenient, stress-free way to ensure your Jeep stays in tip top condition.

B E C A U S E  T H E R E  A R E  M O R E  I M P O R T A N T  T H I N G S  T O  T H I N K  A B O U T
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Fixed costs, genuine parts

Available for new and used Jeeps up to six years old
with mileage options up to 120,000 miles, a Jeep
Service Contract puts you in control. Say goodbye to
unexpected servicing invoices. No matter what
happens to parts or labour costs in the future, you’ll
have the reassurance that your monthly payment won’t
change. What’s more, you’ll know that any work will be
carried out by a specialist Jeep technician using the
latest diagnostic technology and genuine parts.

Just take a look at all the benefits:

• Fixed costs – budgeting is easy

• Trained specialist technicians

• Genuine parts and approved lubricants

• A full Jeep Service History that will add 
value to your car on resale

• Choose a mileage plan that suits your needs

• Fully transferable contract that you can sell 
with your car

01. Jeep Service Contract (Service only)
With a Jeep ‘Service Only’ plan you’re covered for all
routine maintenance recommended in your Jeep’s
service schedule, including labour, parts and
lubricants. If your Jeep is over three years old, the
contract also covers your annual MOT test (but not any
work that might be needed as a result). Please note:
this contract does not cover wear and tear repairs
such as replacing brake pads or light bulbs.

02. Jeep Service Contract PLUS
For the ultimate in peace of mind, choose this
contract. As well as the service cover described above,
this contract covers you for all expected wear and tear
repairs, such as bulbs, brake pads, discs and clutch
assemblies.

03. Jeep Tyre programme
This additional option makes it easy to budget for
replacement recommended tyres.

For full details talk to your
Jeep dealer today or call 0870 242 6200
for a quotation.


